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Motivating example:  
Safer Speed Areas in Hamilton (2011) 
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Motivating example:  
Safer Speed Areas in Hamilton 
• Did this intervention cause a reduction in crashes 

on streets where it was implemented? 
 

• Can we use this to predict the effects on crashes 
caused by similar interventions elsewhere? 
 

• What else? 
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Other examples 

• Investments in roads or PT infrastructure 
• Speeds and flows 
• Employment and economic activity 
• Safety 

 

• Standards for imported vehicles 
• Emissions 
• Safety 
• Cost 

 

• Road safety campaigns 
• Crashes 
• Speeds and flows 

 

• What else?  
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Overview of today’s workshop 

1. Issues and basic concepts 
 

2. Overview of key methods for estimating causal 
effects 
 

3. Guidance for doing ex-post causal analysis 
 

4. Case study: Auckland’s Northern Busway 
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Part 1:  
Issues & concepts 
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Causality is a key challenge 

• It’s easy to describe observed differences in 
outcomes before and after an intervention 
 

• More difficult to separate differences in outcomes 
caused by an intervention from the effects of other 
factors 
 

• Even more difficult to generalise observed 
differences in outcomes caused by an intervention 
to other contexts 
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Why is ex-post causal analysis 
useful? 
• Most decisions to intervene/invest are based on 

models (eg cost-benefit models) with parameters 
that represent causal effects 
 

• Ex-post causal analysis allows us to: 
• Update or validate the parameters used for decision-

making 

• Make better decisions 
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Causal inference 

• Inference: estimating unknown parameters from data 
 

• Causal inference: estimating unknown parameters that 
represent causal effects 
 

• Terminology: 
• Treatment: The intervention 
• Counterfactual: The no-intervention state 
• Treatment group: The units receiving treatment 
• Control group: The units not receiving treatment 
• Observational units: Members of the treatment and control 

groups, eg places, streets, groups of people, etc 
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The importance of 
counterfactuals 
• Without a counterfactual, we can only make 

descriptive (not causal) statements 

 

• But the counterfactual cannot be observed directly 
 

• Counterfactual outcomes must be estimated 
• Directly, using observed data  
• Indirectly, using statistical models 

 

• Direct estimation of counterfactuals from data is 
usually more robust 
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Naïve counterfactuals: 
(1) Before-and-after 
• Use observed outcomes of the treatment group before 

intervention as the counterfactual 

 

• Estimated the treatment effect:  
 
Average outcome after treatment  
– Average outcome before treatment 

 

• Possible problems: 
• Did any other factors affect outcomes at the same time? 
• Are observed effects unique to the treatment group? 
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Hamilton safer speed areas: 
Naïve before-and-after 
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Street(s) 
Crashes in 

2009 & 2010 
Crashes in 

2012 & 2013 Difference 

Barrington Dr 2 1 -1 

Heath-Mahana St 5 1 -4 

Willoughby St 11 6 -5 

Dinsdale Rd 3 1 -2 

Howell Ave 1 2 +1 

Lethborg-Blackburn-Irvine St 5 2 -3 

Average 4.5 2.2 -2.3 

(p-value 0.046) 

• Crash data: Note this just counts the number of 
crashes, not the severity 



Hamilton safer speed areas: 
Naïve before-and-after 
• How much of the observed reduction in crashes was 

caused by the safer speed areas intervention? 
• What happened to crash rates elsewhere in Hamilton at the 

same time? 
• What happened to traffic volumes?  
• What else might have been a factor? 

 

• Can we generalise these results to other interventions 
and areas? 
• What are the characteristics of the intervention? 
• How were the streets in the safer speed areas chosen? 
• What are the characteristics of those streets? 
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Naïve counterfactuals: 
(2) Simple treatment vs control 
• Use outcomes for a control group of units as the 

counterfactual 

 

• Estimated treatment effect: 
 
Average outcome for the treatment group  
– Average outcome for the control group 
 

• Possible problems: 
• Are the characteristics of units in the treatment and control 

groups similar? 
• How were units in the treatment group selected? 
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Hamilton safer speed areas: 
Naïve treatment vs control 
• Control group: 23 residential streets in Hamilton 

with 50 km/h speed limits 
 

• Post-intervention average crash counts (2012 & 
2013): 
• Treatment group: 2.2 

• Control group: 8.1 

• Difference: -5.9 (p-value 0.001) 
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The experimental ideal 

• Units are randomly assigned to treatment and 
control groups or assigned based only on observed 
characteristics 
• Allows us to “average out” the effects of other factors 

aside from the treatment 
 

• Characteristics of units in the treatment and control 
groups are similar 
• Makes results more robust 

• Allows results to be generalised 
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Forming a control group  
in practice 
• An ideal control group has a similar mix of 

characteristics as the treatment group  
 

• In transport applications, units are often defined 
geographically 
• Road segments 
• Meshblocks or census area units 
• Be careful about possible “network” effects between treated 

and control units 

 

• What else could units be defined by? 
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Working with observational data 

• Random experiments are often not feasible in 
transport applications 

 

• With observational data, estimating causal effects 
is complicated by the effects of unobserved factors 
on outcomes that may be confounded with the 
treatment 

 

• Some causal inference methods can partly 
overcome this problem 
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Working with observational data 
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Factors affecting 

likelihood of 

treatment only

Factors affecting 

outcome only

Factors affecting 
likelihood of 

treatment and 
outcome

Do not cause bias Cause bias

Must be addressed by 
the analysis

Do not cause bias

However, treatment effects 
can be estimated more 

accurately if they are included 
in the model



Observational data: Illustration 

• Hypothetical road safety intervention aimed at 
reducing crashes 
• Busier roads (higher AADT) have more crashes per year, 

everything else equal 

• The intervention was mostly applied to roads with 
relatively high AADT (ie not randomly) 
 

• How can we estimate the average causal effect of 
the intervention on crashes per year? 
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Observational data: Illustration 
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Observational data: Illustration 
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Mean where intervention was applied  

Mean where intervention was not applied  

AADT is a “confounding covariate”: It is correlated with the outcome and the intervention 
If we don’t adjust for AADT, our estimate of the treatment effect is biased 



What if you can’t form a control 
group? 
• Some interventions, eg national policies, affect 

everyone, everywhere, at once 
 

• The only way to create a counterfactual is to use 
time-series modelling 
• Interrupted time series analysis (ITSA) 
• A more sophisticated before-and-after comparison 

 

• If variables have strong trends, it can be difficult to 
separate the effects of the intervention from other 
factors 
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Part 2:  
Overview of  
causal inference methods 
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Cross-sectional regression 
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Cross-sectional regression 

• Key assumptions for valid causal inference: 
• There are no unobserved (omitted) characteristics that affect 

both treatment status and outcomes (no “confounding 
covariates”) 

• Characteristics of units in the treatment and control groups 
are similar 
 

• We recommend that other methods are used, if 
suitable data is available 
 

• But cross-sectional regression is still better than naïve 
comparisons 
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Hamilton safer speed areas: 
Cross-sectional regression 
• Dependent variable is crash count in 2012 & 2013 

 

• Explanatory variables: 
• Treatment indicator (dummy variable) 

• Number of T intersections 

• Number of cross intersections 

• Pre-intervention crash count (2009 & 2010) 

• Pre-intervention VKT 
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Hamilton safer speed areas: 
Cross-sectional regression 
• Estimated treatment effect is -3.8 crashes 

• Weakly statistically significant (p = 0.09) 
 

• Compare to naïve treatment vs control: -5.9 crashes 
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Difference-in-differences 

• DiD can cope with unobserved factors that may: 
 
Have constant effects on outcomes across units in the 
treatment and control groups 
 
or 
 
Have a constant effect on outcomes across all units 
over time 
 

• Such factors will lead to biased estimates of the 
treatment effect in a simple cross-sectional regression 
or naïve counterfactuals 
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Difference-in-differences 

• Data requirements: 
• Treatment and control groups 
• Pre- and post-intervention outcomes 
• (Optionally) pre- and post-intervention characteristics 

 

• Estimated treatment effect (simplest version): 
 
(Avg post-intervention outcome in treatment group  
– Avg pre-intervention outcome in treatment group)  
 
–  
 
(Avg post-intervention outcome in control group  
– Avg pre-intervention outcome in control group) 
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Difference-in-differences:  
How does it work? 
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Time 

Outcome 

Pre-intervention 
measurement 

Control 

Treated 

Post-intervention 
measurement 

a 

a + b 

a + c 

a + b + c 

a + b + c + d 
Treatment 
effect: d 

(a + b + c + d) – (a + b) 
- [(a + c) – a]  
= d 



Difference-in-differences 

• Key assumption: Parallel paths 
 

• Absent treatment, outcomes for the treatment 
group and control groups move in parallel over 
time 

 

• Check using pre-treatment trends if possible 
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Difference-in-differences: 
Regression estimation 
• Regress outcomes on: 

• Treatment indicator (dummy variable) 

• Pre- vs post-intervention time period indicator (dummy 
variable) 

• Interaction between the two indicators 

• Other characteristics that may not have a constant effect 
on outcomes across units and across time 
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Coefficient on the interaction 
between treatment and time 
period indicators is the 
estimated DiD treatment effect 



Hamilton safer speed areas: 
Difference-in-differences 
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Average 
crash 
count 

Treatment group, pre-treatment 4.5 

Treatment group, post-treatment 2.2 

Difference -2.3 

Control group, pre-treatment 9.7 

Control group, post-treatment 8.1 

Difference -1.6 

Difference-in-differences: -0.8 

p-value (unequal variance t-test) 0.60 



Propensity score matching 

• Basic idea: 
• Estimate propensity scores for units: the probability of being 

in the treatment group given a unit’s characteristics 

• Match and compare outcomes for units in the treatment and 
control groups with similar propensity scores 
 

• Advantages: 
• Summarises many characteristics of units into a single 

propensity score 

• Propensity scores provide an easy way to check for overlap 
and balance between the treatment and control groups 
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Propensity score matching 

• If units have many characteristics, checking overlap and 
balance may be difficult 

 

• Propensity scores make that easier by boiling characteristics 
down to a single metric 
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Propensity score matching 

• Use a matching algorithm, eg nearest neighbours, 
to select treatment & control units with similar 
propensity scores 
 

• Calculate difference in average outcomes between 
the matched treatment and control groups 
 

• PSM can be combined with cross-sectional 
regression and DiD methods to make them more 
robust 
• Use propensity scores as weights in regression models 
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Interrupted time series 

• Basic idea: 
• Fit a model that explains the outcome of interest over time 

• Test a dummy variable taking the value 1 after the 
intervention and 0 before 
 

• Ideally, include explanatory variables that are expected 
to cause changes in the outcome over time 
• Otherwise, simple deterministic trends can be used but this is 

not very robust 

• May need to include interactions between the intervention 
dummy variable and other variables 

• Seasonality may be important 
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Interrupted time series 
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Outcome 

Time 
Intervention applied 



Other methods 

• Regression discontinuity 
• Use when treatment is assigned according to a clear 

characteristic or rule that can be modelled 
• Eg a rule requires all intersections with > 10 crashes/year to be 

upgraded 

• Observations just on the “other side” of the 
discontinuity are assumed to be a good counterfactual 

• Relatively easy to generate robust causal effects 

• But be careful about extrapolating results too far away 
from the discontinuity 
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Other methods 

• Fixed-effects regression 
• Use with panel data 
• Conceptually similar to DiD 
• Can use data from more than two time periods  
• Members of treatment and control groups can differ over 

time (DiD requires them to be the same) 
 

• Instrumental variables 
• Unlike DiD and fixed effects, IV can remove bias from 

unobserved factors that have non-constant effects across 
units or over time 

• Relies on finding an “instrument” that is correlated with the 
intervention but has no independent effect on outcomes 
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Other methods 

• Bayesian methods for safety analysis 
• Suppose safety interventions are targeted at roads with 

above-average crash rates 

• Because crashes are random, we expect crash rates for 
these roads to fall with no intervention 
• “Regression to the mean” 

• Naïve analysis might attribute this reduction to the 
intervention 

• Bayesian methods provide a way of correcting for this 
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Part 3:  
Guidance 
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Guidance for choosing a method: 
Based on available data 
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Can a comparison group of adequate 
size and detail be formed? 

Are pre-intervention and 
post-intervention 

outcome data available?

Yes No

No

Panel or repeated 
cross-sectional data

Yes No Yes

Is the data in panel form and are all of 
the confounding variables observed? 

Interrupted time 
series

use time series 
regression with 
intervention dummy 
variable and time 
series of explanatory 
variables to estimate 
the treatment effect

FE regression
interaction variable 
for treatment plus 
controls

PSM + FE regression
use PSM to discard 
poor counterfactuals, 
FE regression to 
control for 
unobserved variables

NoYes

Randomised 
Experiment

Units are 
randomly 
selected and 
observed in a 
controlled 
environment

Time series 
data

Cross-sectional 
data

Key: reliability of causal 
estimate 

best                   poor

Can a comparison group of adequate 
size and detail be formed?

Are all of the confounding variables 
recorded in the data (observed)?

Yes No

Regression/RD*
with and with-out 
comparison plus 
controls
PSM + Regression
use PSM to discard 
poor counterfactuals, 
regression to control 
for observed 
variables

* Regression Discontinuity (RD) is a special type of cross section regression used when there is no overlap between treatment and control groups.

Instrumental variable 
( IV) regression

control for time-
variant unobservable 
factors using a 
relevant yet 
exogenous variable 
(instrument), plus 
controls

Post-
intervention 
survey

survey responses 
to intervention, 
ensure sample 
groups are 
balanced, 
analyse with 
regression

DiD regression
dummy variable for 
treatment plus 
available controls
PSM + DiD regression
use PSM to discard 
poor counterfactuals, 
DiD to control for 
unobserved variables

IV regression



Overall guidance  
for ex-post evaluation 
• All ex-post estimates of causal effects must use an 

appropriate counterfactual 
 

• Whenever possible, a difference-in-differences or panel 
fixed-effects model should be used for estimating 
causal effects 
 

• Propensity score matching can be used to improve the 
robustness of other methods 

 

• Be careful about extrapolating results too much 
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Ideal data for causal inference 

• Pre- and post-intervention outcomes for a set of 
treatment and control groups 
• Allows DiD or fixed effects analysis 

 

• Pre-intervention characteristics for all units 
 

• Consider how to appropriately measure outcomes 
 

• Consider how to measure all factors aside from 
treatment that may also affect outcomes 
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Part 4: 
Northern Busway  
case study 
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Northern Busway (as analysed) 
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Northern Busway 

• Infrastructure fully completed and opened in February 2008 
 

• Additional Hibiscus Coast station opened in mid-2015 – we 
ignore this 
 

• Estimated effects of the busway cannot be separated from 
effects of the Northern Express (NEX) bus service 
 

• We don’t think the results can be easily generalised to other 
busways 
 

• We do not attempt an overall ex-post assessment of the 
busway 
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Impact on Harbour Bridge AADT 
(ITSA model) 
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On average, the busway reduced 
Harbour Bridge AADT by 6,500 
vehicles (3.9%) in each year 
from 2008-2015.  
 
The treatment effect is 
statistically significant at the 1% 
level. 
 



Travel time variability  
& congestion 
• Did the busway cause changes in TTV and congestion on the 

Northern Motorway? 
 

• Treatment group: 10 motorway segments alongside the busway 
 

• Control group: 25 motorway segments elsewhere in Auckland 
• Excluding any on the North Shore 

 

• Outcomes: Travel time variability (TTV) and congestion index 
(CGI) in the morning peak 
 

• Measurements: 
• Pre-intervention: 2005 
• Post-intervention: 2009 and 2012 (separately) 

 

• Method: Difference-in-differences 
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Travel time variability  
& congestion 
• TTV results: 

• 2009 vs 2005: No significant difference 
• 2012 vs 2005: Weakly significant increase (ie TTV got 

worse) 
 

• CGI results: 
• 2009 vs 2005: No significant difference 
• 2012 vs 2005: No significant difference 

 

• Results possibly explained by induced demand on 
the motorway 
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Employment & business activity 

• Did the busway cause changes in employment and business 
activity around the busway stations on the North Shore? 
 

• Treatment group: Census Area Units in close proximity to busway 
stations (manually selected) 
 

• Control group: Census Area Units elsewhere in Auckland selected 
using PSM 
 

• Outcomes: 
• Total employment per CAU 
• Total number of business “geographic units” per CAU 

 

• Method: PSM + DiD 
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Employment & business activity 
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Employment & business activity 

• We found no evidence that the busway caused 
changes in employment or business activity in CAUs 
around the North Shore busway stations 
 

• Growth in businesses and employment in these 
areas seems to be explained by region-wide factors 
that also affected CAUs in the control group 
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Travel to work by bus 

• Did the busway cause a change in the proportion of people 
living near to busway stations who travel to work by bus? 
 

• Treatment group: North Shore CAUs near busway stations 
 

• Control group: CAUs elsewhere in Auckland with similar 
characteristics selected using PSM 
 

• Outcome: Proportion of people travelling to work by bus 
 

• Method: PSM + DiD 
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Travel to work by bus 
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Travel to work by bus 

• We found a significant effect of the busway: 
• Increased travel to work by bus by 1.9 percentage points 

• Control group average: 8.7% travel to work by bus 
 

• We also looked at the proportion of people who 
work in the CBD travelling by bus: 
• Significant increase of 9.7 percentage points across CAUs 

close to busway stations 

• Control group average: 24% of people who work in the 
CBD travel by bus 
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Other impacts of the busway 

• Customer satisfaction of Auckland bus passengers 
• 10% more passengers on busway services are satisfied with 

“journey time” than passengers on non-busway services 
• No significant effects found for other satisfaction measures 
• But we faced significant limitations in the satisfaction data 

 

• Total bus patronage in Auckland 
• Significant positive effect 
• But estimated impact exceeds actual busway patronage! 
• These results ruled out as implausible 
• It’s important to sense-check estimated causal effects where 

possible 
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Thank you 

Aaron Schiff 

aaron@schiff.co.nz  

021 288 0665 
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